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Maximum Entertainment Unveils ‘Spirit of the 
North 2’, Sequel to Critically Acclaimed Open 
World Adventure, Coming to PC, PlayStation 5, 
and Xbox Series X|S

Stockholm, Sweden – (October 15, 2023) – Maximum Entertainment AB 
(Nasdaq: MAXENT B) today unveiled brand new open world adventure ‘Spirit of 
the North 2’. Sequel to the critically acclaimed ‘Spirit of the North’, this latest 
project will be coming to PC, PlayStation 5, and Xbox Series X|S. Returning with 
its iconic red fox protagonist, players are invited to roam a breathtaking open 
world, rich in ancient history and forgotten secrets on a quest to restore the 
lost guardians of the Northern Lights.

Watch today’s announcement trailer here: https://youtu.be/YmdciBLeupQ

Launched back in 2019,  was a lovingly crafted indie jewel that received ‘Spirit of the North’
an average of 4/5 stars from players. With a ‘Very Positive’ score from almost 3,000 user 
reviews on Steam,  returns as a quiet journey of discovery in a stunning ‘Spirit of the North 2’
open world.

“We are thrilled to finally unveil Spirit of the North 2 after many months of progress behind 
closed doors,” commented Christina Seelye, CEO of Maximum Entertainment. ”Using the 
power of Unreal Engine 5, the sequel elevates the serene beauty and breathtaking visuals 
of the first game to a whole new level. Infuse Studio's dedication to crafting an 
unforgettable experience continues, and we can't wait to share more about this stunning 
new adventure.”

Embark on an epic adventure in , unravelling the mysteries of a ‘Spirit of the North 2’
beautiful ancient world in this breathtaking 3rd-person adventure. Explore captivating 
biomes across a sprawling open world map, each with its own challenges and secrets to 
uncover. Tailor your fox's appearance and skills to suit your playstyle, facing off against 
formidable foes as you save the legendary guardian beasts in unique, puzzle-based 
encounters.

For more information about Maximum Entertainment, its publishing labels and studios, visit 
.maximument.com
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About Maximum Entertainment

Maximum Entertainment is a global entertainment company dedicated to creating high 
quality experiences spanning the entire value chain of video games, including 
development, publishing, transmedia, sales and operations. Maximum Entertainment 
provides collaborative resources to its partners, through in-house publishing labels 
Maximum Games, Modus, Merge Games and Just For Games, as well as its development 
division, Modus Studios. With more than 300 titles in its catalog, Maximum Entertainment 
has partnered with best-in-class creators and franchises around the world to deliver 
magic to the gamer in everyone. Maximum Entertainment has offices around the world 
and employs more than 200 professionals. Visit Maximum Entertainment at www.

.maximument.com

For more information, please contact:

Christina Seelye, CEO
E-mail:  | Tel: +46 8 490 094 98ceo@maximument.com

For more information regarding the company and investments, please contact 
.ir@maximument.com

Certified Adviser
Augment Partners AB, , tel +46 (0) 8 604 22 55, is Maximum info@augment.se
Entertainment AB's Certified Adviser.
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